
UNIVERSAL POWERWASH is a powerful, high alkaline cleaner designed to 
remove a wide range of soils including oils, grease and grime from vehicle 
chassis, vehicle bodies, heavy plant and equipment. UPW will also remove 
food residues, fats, oils and carbonised deposits from food processing 
machinery and surfaces.

ADVANTAGES TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

 Universal Powerwash may be used to degrease and clean 
commercial vehicle chassis, plant and equipment

 Universal Powerwashhas wide ranging applications in all 
areas involved in food production, including food processing, 
slaughterhouses, canteens, warehousing and transportation

 Universal Powerwash is suitable for manual or pressure washer 
application

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. May be diluted with hot or cold water though for optimum 
performance hot water is preferred

2. Apply to surfaces ensuring complete coverage
3. Allow a short contact time to penetrate and lift dirt
4. Agitate stubborn deposits where required
5. Do not allow to dry onto surfaces
6. Rinse thoroughly with clean water

Dilution rates will vary depending upon the type and degree of 
soiling
For light soiling dilute Universal Powerwash with up to 100 parts 
water. For normal use/medium soiling dilute with up to 30 parts 
water. For heavy soiling dilute with up to 10 parts water.
Note : Strongly alkaline solutions may adversely effect aluminium 
and galvanised surfaces, ensure therefore that contact with these 
surfaces is prevented/minimised.

Removes oil, grease and grime. 

Can be used to clean the grease, mud and crude from tools and 
equipment. 

Ideal for cleaning surfaces before applying any type of coating 
to vessels, inside and outside of crude oil storage tanks and 
fabricated structures. 

Concentrated formula containing 7% sodium hydroxide ensures 
rapid penetration of stubborn deposits and economical dilution 
rates. 

Contains water softeners and soil suspenders to remain effective 
even in areas with exceptionally hard water. 

Suitable for manual or pressure washer application. 

Non perfumed.
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TECHNICAL DATA

APPEARANCE Liquid

COLOUR Light brown

ODOUR Mild

RELATIVE DENSITY 1.11

pH-VALUE, CONC. 
SOLUTION

>13.0

PACK SIZE
5 litre, 20 litre, 210 litre & 
1,000 litre IBC

PRECAUTIONS

Avoid spilling, skin and eye contact. Wear suitable protective 
clothing, gloves and eye/face protection.

APPROVALS & REGISTRATIONS

STORAGE PRECAUTIONS

Store in tightly closed original container in a dry and cool place.

HEALTH AND SAFETY

Health and Safety Data sheet available separately.

TRAILERWASH
Powerful soil remover and degreaser

SUPERCLEAN
Premium ultra fast hard surface 

cleaner and degreaser

SODAKLENZ
Super concentrated high alkaline low 

foam cleaner and degreaser

CITROL
Microemulsion cleaner and degreaser
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